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Preface

This preface contains the following sections:

• Documentation accessibility

• Access to Oracle Support

• Additional copyright information

Documentation accessibility
For information about Oracle's commitment to accessibility, visit the Oracle Accessibility
Program website at http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=docacc.

Access to Oracle Support
Oracle customers that have purchased support have access to electronic support through
Support Cloud.

Contact our Oracle Customer Support Services team by logging requests in one of the
following locations:

• English interface of Oracle Health Sciences Customer Support Portal (https://
hsgbu.custhelp.com/)

• Japanese interface of Oracle Health Sciences Customer Support Portal (https://hsgbu-
jp.custhelp.com/)

You can also call our 24x7 help desk. For information, visit http://www.oracle.com/us/support/
contact/health-sciences-cloud-support/index.html or visit http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/
lookup?ctx=acc&id=trs if you are hearing impaired.

Additional copyright information
This documentation may include references to materials, offerings, or products that were
previously offered by Phase Forward Inc. Certain materials, offerings, services, or products
may no longer be offered or provided. Oracle and its affiliates cannot be held responsible for
any such references should they appear in the text provided.

v
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1
View notifications

The notifications that you receive depend on your role during each mode of the study. If
you're not getting the notifications that you expect, contact your system administrator.
Notifications are also sent to your email.

Show me how!

1. On the Home page, click the notification button ( ) on a study.

2. In the upper right, from the Study Mode drop-down, select the mode that you want to
view notifications for.

3. Filter your view as needed:

• To view notifications about specific sites, choose a site from the Select a Site drop-
down.
If the Select a Site drop-down is disabled, remove the search terms from the Search
by Notification field.

• To find notifications by name, enter the notification name in the Search by
Notification field.
If the Search by Notification field is disabled, remove any filters for sites.

• To sort notifications, select an option from the drop-down to the right of the Search by
Notification field.

4. Click a notification to view its details. For descriptions of the notifications and details
about who receives them, see Notifications.

Tip:

A blue circle appears to the left of an unread notification.
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2
Permissions

• Permissions for report notifications
View the descriptions and required permissions for report notifications.

• Permissions for rule notifications
View the descriptions and required permissions for rule notifications.

• Permissions for subject notifications
View the descriptions and required permissions for subject notifications.

• Permissions for supply notifications
View the descriptions and required permissions for supply notifications.

Permissions for report notifications
View the descriptions and required permissions for report notifications.

Notification Permission required

Report failed to generate notification None
Any role can receive this notification.

Report is ready notification None
Any role can receive this notification.

Scheduled report notifications Schedule Reports to Run
This permission is for Sponsor users and should
only be granted to one Sponsor level user.

Permissions for rule notifications
View the descriptions and required permissions for rule notifications.

Notification Permission required

Rule Re-run notification Re-run Rules
This permission is for sponsor users only.

Rules Validation Complete notification Design Custom Rules
This permission is for sponsor users only.

Rule Lock notification Receive Rule Failure Notification for Locked Data
This permission is for sponsor users only.

Permissions for subject notifications
View the descriptions and required permissions for subject notifications.
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Notification Permission required

Code Break notification Receive the Code Break Notification
This permission is for both sponsor and site
users.

• First subject screened in study notification
• First subject screened at site notification
• First subject randomized in study

notification
• First subject randomized at site

notification

Study Limits Notifications
This permission is for both sponsor and site
users.

Screening update notification Receive the Subject Screening Notification
This permission is for both sponsor and site
users.

Signature requests notification Receive the Pending Signatures Notification
This permission is for both sponsor and site
users.

Subject completion notification Receive the Subject Completion Notification
This is a permission for sponsor users.

Subject dispensation notification (with failures) • Receive the Unblinded Dispensation
Notification

• Receive the Dispensation Notification
• Receive the Dispensation with Dosing

Instructions Notification
These permissions are for both sponsor and
site users.

WARNING:

Can unblind
users. Use with
caution.

Subject Number Update notification Receive the Subject Number Update
Notification
This permission is for both sponsor and site
users.

Subject randomization notification (with
failures)

• Receive the Randomization Notification
• Receive the Unblinded Randomization

Notification
These permissions are for both sponsor and
site users.

WARNING:

Can unblind
users. Use with
caution.

Chapter 2
Permissions for subject notifications
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Notification Permission required

Subject rollover notification Receive the Subject Rollover Notification
This is a permission for sponsor users.

Subject screening notification (with error) Receive the Subject Screening Notification
This permission is for both sponsor and site
users.

Subject transferred notification Receive the Subject Transferred Notification
This permission is for both sponsor and site
users.

Subject unscheduled visit notification Receive the Unscheduled Visit Notification
This is a permission for sponsor users.

Subject visit notification (with failures) Receive the Subject Visit Notification
This is a permission for sponsor users.

Subject withdrawal notification Receive the Subject Visit Notification
This is a permission for sponsor users.

Training complete notification None
Any role that is assigned training will receive
this permission.

Unblinded Pharmacist dispensation notification Receive the Unblinded Pharamcist
Dispensation Notification
This permission is for both sponsor and site
users.

WARNING:

Can unblind
users. Use with
caution.

User Upload notifications Upload Users in Bulk
This permission is for Sponsor users only.

Permissions for supply notifications
View the descriptions and required permissions for supply notifications.

Notification Permission required

Depot shipment notification Receive Notification of Depot Shipments
This permission is for both sponsor and site users.

WARNING:

Can unblind users.
Use with caution.

Chapter 2
Permissions for supply notifications
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Notification Permission required

Low kit depot (Unblinded) notification Receive Notification of Depot Shipments
This permission is for both sponsor and site users.

WARNING:

Can unblind users.
Use with caution.

Kit List Deactivated notification (with failures) Upload and Generate Inventory Lists
This permission is for both sponsor and site users.

Kit missing from shipment for destruction
notification

Receive Notification of Shipments
This permission is for both sponsor and site users.

Kit status changed to "Misallocated" notification Receive the Unblinded Kit Misallocation
Notification
This permission is for both sponsor and site users.

WARNING:

Can unblind users.
Use with caution.

Kit status changed to "Not Dispensed to Subject"
notification

• Receive the Not Dispensed to Subject
Notification

• Receive the Not Dispensed to Subject
(Unblinded) Notification

• Receive the Not Dispensed to Subject
(Unblinded Pharmacist) Notification

These permissions are for both sponsor and site
users.

WARNING:

Can unblind users.
Use with caution.

Chapter 2
Permissions for supply notifications
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Notification Permission required

Kits Quarantined notification • Receive the Quarantined Depot Shipment
Notification

• Receive the Quarantined Site Shipment
Notification

These permissions are for both sponsor and site
users.

WARNING:

Can unblind users.
Use with caution.

Kits Released from Quarantine notification • Receive the Released from Quarantine
Notification (Depot)

• Receive the Released from Quarantine
Notification (Site)

These permissions are for both sponsor and site
users.

WARNING:

Can unblind users.
Use with caution.

Pending shipment notification Receive the Randomization Notification
This permission is for both sponsor and site users.

Randomization update notification Receive the Randomization Notification
This permission is for both sponsor and site users.

Shipment cancellation notification Receive Notification of Shipments
This permission is for both sponsor and site users.

Shipment failure notification Receive Notification of Shipments
This permission is for both sponsor and site users.

Shipment for destruction created notification Receive Notification of Shipments
This permission is for both sponsor and site users.

Shipment for destruction not received notification Receive Notification of Shipments
This permission is for both sponsor and site users.

Shipment Quarantined notification • Receive the Quarantined Depot Shipment
Notification

• Receive the Quarantined Site Shipment
Notification

These permissions are for both sponsor and site
users.

Chapter 2
Permissions for supply notifications
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Notification Permission required

Shipment Released from Quarantine notification • Receive the Released from Quarantine
Shipment Notification (Depot)

• Receive the Released from Quarantine
Notification (Site)

These permissions are for both sponsor and site
users.

Shipment request notification Receive Notification of Shipments
This permission is for both sponsor and site users.

State of a site has changed notification Receive Site has been Updated Notification
This permission is for both sponsor and site users.

Study inventory notification Receive the Quarantined Depot Shipment
Notification
This permission is for both sponsor and site users.

WARNING:

Can unblind users.
Use with caution.

Unblinded dose hold performed notification Receive the Unblinded Dose Hold Notification
This permission is for both sponsor and site users.

WARNING:

Can unblind users.
Use with caution.

Chapter 2
Permissions for supply notifications
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3
Notifications

• Report notifications

• Rule notifications

• Subject notifications

• Supply notifications

Report notifications
• Report failed to generate notification

This notification is sent when a report doesn't generate correctly.

• Report is ready notification
This notification is sent when a report is ready.

• Scheduled report notifications
These notifications are sent to users whose email address is included in the report
schedule configuration.

Report failed to generate notification
This notification is sent when a report doesn't generate correctly.

Permissions required to receive the notification

Any role can receive this notification without assigning it a specific permission. You receive
the notification if a report you tried to run didn't generate.

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in the Report failed to generate notification.

Note:

This notification also contains an introductory statement indicating that your report
has failed to generate in the application.

Field Description

Title The title is comprised of two distinct elements:
• The study's ID. For example, a study's ID can

be P01-123-A3.
• A statement about the report failing to

generate.

File Name Indicates the parameters chosen for the report to
run.
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Field Description

Study Name Indicates a study's ID, as specified by the global
study creator when they created the study.

Number of Records Indicates the number of data records in the report.

Server Run Date Indicates the exact date and time when the report
failed to generate. For example: 10-Nov-2022
08:07 AM.

Report Run ID Indicates the GUID of the report in the
application's backend system. For example:
08B6771F54DE45A0BB576E86326BE84D.

Report is ready notification
This notification is sent when a report is ready.

Permissions required to receive this notification

Any role can receive this notification without assigning it a specific permission. You
receive the notification after a report that you run is ready.

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in the Report is ready notification.

Note:

This notification also contains an introductory statement indicating that your
report is now ready in the application. For example: Subject Events Report is
now ready in Clinical One. You can log on to Clinical One Portal to download
the report.

Field Description

Title The title is comprised of two distinct elements:
• The study's ID. For example, a study's ID

can be P01-123-A3.
• A statement about the report being ready.

For example: Subject Events Report is
ready in Clinical One.

File Name Indicates the parameters chosen for the report
to run.

Site(s) selection Indicates where the data of the report
originated. If all sites of a study have been
selected, "All sites" will be displayed.
Otherwise, the sites will be listed, separated by
commas.

Only appears in the Subject Data Extract
notification.

Study Name Indicates a study's ID again, as specified by
the global study creator when they created the
study.

Chapter 3
Report notifications
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Field Description

Number of records Indicates the number of data records in the
generated report.

Server Run Date Indicates the exact date and time when the
report was generated. For example: 10-
Nov-2022 08:07 AM.

Report Run ID Indicates the GUID of the report generation in
the application's backend system. For
example:
08B6771F54DE45A0BB576E86326BE84D.

File Type Indicates the format your report has been
generated in, such as CSV, CPORT, XPORT,
or SAS7BDAT.

Only appears in the Subject Data Extract
notification.

Scheduled report notifications
These notifications are sent to users whose email address is included in the report schedule
configuration.

Permissions required to receive these notifications

Users included in the report schedule configuration, and who have permissions for the report
being scheduled can receive the following notifications:

• Scheduled Report Failure Notification

• Scheduled Report sFTP Failure Notification

• Scheduled Report sFTP Success Notification

• Report Scheduled Created Notification

• Report Scheduled Activated Notification

• Report Scheduled Deactivated Notification

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in the Report failed to generate notification.

Note:

sFTP notifications include additional information on sFTP location.
This notification also contains an introductory statement indicating that your report
is now ready in the application. For example: Scheduled report has run in Clinical
One and is successfully uploaded to sFTP.

Chapter 3
Report notifications
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Field Description

Title The title is comprised of two distinct elements:
• The study's ID. For example, a study's ID

can be P01-123-A3.
• The report name.
• The title of the notification, for example,

Scheduled Report sFTP Success
Notification.

Study Name Indicates a study's ID again, as specified by
the global study creator when they created the
study.

Study Mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test,
Active, or Training.

Report Name Indicates the name of the scheduled report.

Upload Date Indicates the date the report was uploaded.

Rule notifications
• Rule Re-run notification

This notification is sent when a rule re-run is completed.

• Rules Validation Complete notification
This notification is sent once the validation of custom rules is complete, after a
study has been copied and moved to testing mode, and when a form has been
copied.

• Rule Lock notification
This notification is sent when a rule is unable to update a target due to it being
locked.

Rule Re-run notification
This notification is sent when a rule re-run is completed.

Permissions required to receive the notification

Assign the Re-run rules permission to anyone who wants to receive this notification.

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in the Rule re-run notification.

Note:

This notification includes details on rules that failed during execution when
applicable.

Field Description

Title Indicates the title of the notification, for
example, Rule re-run is completed.

Chapter 3
Rule notifications
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Field Description

Jobs group ID The internal ID name of the job created when
a rule is re-run.

Rules Validation Complete notification
This notification is sent once the validation of custom rules is complete, after a study has
been copied and moved to testing mode, and when a form has been copied.

Permissions required to receive this notification

Anyone who is assigned the Design Custom Rules permission will receive a Rules Validation
Complete notification. Rules designers will receive this notification by default when the
process of validating custom rules is finished.

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in the Rules validation complete notification.

Note:

This notification includes a statement suggesting to run the Rules report for more
information on invalid rules below the following fields.

Field Description

Title The title is comprised of two distinct elements:
• The study's ID. For example, a study's ID can

be P01-123-A3.
• The title of the notification, for example, Rules

Validation Complete.

Total Count of Copied Rules Indicates the total number of copied rules.

Total Validated Rules Indicates the total number of validated rules.

Validation Error Count Indicates the number of rules that encountered an
error during validation.

Date/Time Completed Indicates the exact date and time of copying or
rule validation. For example: 10-Nov-2022 08:07
AM.

Rule Lock notification
This notification is sent when a rule is unable to update a target due to it being locked.

Permissions required to receive the notification

Sponsor users assigned the Receive Rule Failure Notification for Locked Data will receive
this notification.

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in the Rule lock notification.

Chapter 3
Rule notifications
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Field Description

Title The title of the notification, for example, Rule
Lock Notification.

Study Name Indicates a study's ID again, as specified by
the global study creator when they created the
study.

Study Mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test,
Active, or Training.

Site Name Indicates the name of the site as specified by a
site manager when they created the site.

Subject Number Indicates the number of the subject.

Visit Branch Indicates the name of the visit branch.

Visit Indicates the name of the visit.

Form Indicates the name of the form containing the
locked target.

Form Sequence Number Indicates the form sequence number for a
repeating form.

Form Section Number Indicates the form section number for a two-
section form.

Question Indicates the title of the question.

Date & Time of Notification Indicates the exact date and time of the
notification. For example: 10-Nov-2022 08:07
AM.

Subject notifications
• Code Break notification

This notification is sent when a subject is unblinded due to a code break. The
notification does not include unblinded data.

• First subject screened in a study notification
This notification is sent when the first subject is screened or enrolled in the study.

• First subject screened at a site notification
This notification is sent when the first subject is screened or enrolled in a site.

• First subject randomized at a site notification
This notification is sent when the first subject is randomized at a site.

• First subject randomized in a study notification
This notification is sent when the first subject is randomized in a study.

• Screening update notification
This notification is sent when the screening limit or a percentage of the screening
limit is reached for a study, site, or country.

• Signature requests notification
This notification is sent when a required signature has a target date that has been
reached or become overdue for a site you are assigned to.

• Subject completion notification
This notification is sent when a subject completes a study. This happens when the
site user marks the subject as complete and can only be done once the subject
has completed all minimum required visits and all data has been entered.

Chapter 3
Subject notifications
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• Subject dispensation notification (with failures)
This notification is sent when a dispensation event is successfully completed or when the
dispensation failed at a site you're assigned to. Additionally, this notification is sent when
a dispensation event with dosing instructions is successfully completed or has failed.
Details about partial dispensation are included when they occur.

• Subject randomization notification (with failures)
This notification is sent when a subject is either successfully randomized or their
randomization failed at a site that you're assigned to.

• Subject Number Update notification
This notification is sent when a site or sponsor user has successfully updated a subject
number, and contains the site number, the original subject number, and the new subject
number.

• Subject rollover notification
This notification is sent when a subject is enrolled into a rollover study.

• Subject screening notification (with error)
This notification is sent when a subject is either successfully screened or their screening
failed at a site that you're assigned to.

• Subject transferred notification
This notification is sent when a subject transfers to another site.

• Subject unscheduled visit notification
This notification is sent when a subject completes an unscheduled visit.

• Subject visit notification (with failures)
This notification is sent when a subject completes a non-dispensation or optional visit at a
site that you're assigned to. The notification is sent both when the subject successfully
completes the visit and when one or more questions have errors.

• Subject withdrawal notification
This notification is sent when a subject withdraws from a study.

• Training complete notification
This notification is sent when you complete all training assigned to you.

• Unblinded Pharmacist dispensation notification
Pharmacists or unblinded site users receive this notification when kits need to be
dispensed by them to subjects during a dispensation or randomization visit.

• User Upload notifications
These notifications are sent after the user upload process completes.

Code Break notification
This notification is sent when a subject is unblinded due to a code break. The notification
does not include unblinded data.

Permissions required to receive the notification

Assign the Receive the Code Break Notification permission to anyone who wants to receive
this notification. Users receive notifications for only the sites that they're assigned to.

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in the Code Break notification.

Chapter 3
Subject notifications
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Field Descriptions

Title The title is comprised of three distinct
elements:
• The study's ID. For example, a study's ID

can be P01-123-A3.
• A subject's number. For example:

MUHC22.
• The title of the notification, for example,

Code Break.

Study ID Indicates a study's ID again, as specified by
the global study creator when they created the
study.

Study Mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test,
Active, or Training.

Site Name Indicates the name of the site as specified by a
site manager when they created the site.

Site ID Indicates a site's ID as specified by the site
manager who created the site.

Subject ID Indicates the number of the subject who was
unblinded due to a code break.

Date of Transaction (UTC) Indicates the exact date and time of the code
break. For example: 10-Nov-2022 08:07 AM.

Adverse Event Indicates whether or not the subject
experienced an adverse event.

Performed by Indicates the username of the user who
reported the code break.

First subject screened in a study notification
This notification is sent when the first subject is screened or enrolled in the study.

Permissions that receive the notification
To receive these notifications, assign the Receive the Study Limits Notifications
permission to anyone who wants to receive this notification. Users receive notifications
only for the study and sites that they are assigned to. Both site users and sponsors
can receive this notification.

Table 3-1    Field descriptions

Field Description

Subject line Indicates the summary of the alert information. The
subject would include a short description of the study
name and the first subject screened.

Study ID Indicates a study's ID, as specified by the global study
creator when they created the study.

Study Mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test, Active, or
Training.

Site Name Indicates the name of the site where the unscheduled
visit took place. The name is displayed as it was
specified by a site manager when they created the site.

Chapter 3
Subject notifications
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Table 3-1    (Cont.) Field descriptions

Field Description

Site ID Indicates a site's ID, as specified by the global study
creator when they created the site.

Subject ID Indicates the number of the subject who just completed
the scheduled visit.

Date Performed (UTC) Indicates the exact date and time of the completion of
the screening visit. For example: 22-Jan-2023 07:09 AM.

Performed By Indicates the user name of the user who performed the
screening of the subject.

Related Topics

• Specify study, visit, limit, and cohort settings

First subject screened at a site notification
This notification is sent when the first subject is screened or enrolled in a site.

Permissions that receive the notification
To receive these notifications, assign the Receive the Study Limits Notifications permission to
anyone who wants to receive this notification. Users receive notifications only for the sites
that they are assigned to. Both site and sponsor users can receive this notification.

Table 3-2    Field descriptions

Field Description

Study Name Indicates the summary of the alert information.
The subject would include a short description of
the study name and the first subject screened.

Study ID Indicates a study's ID, as specified by the global
study creator when they created the study.

Study Mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test, Active,
or Training.

Site Name Indicates the name of the site where the
unscheduled visit took place. The name is
displayed as it was specified by a site manager
when they created the site.

Site ID Indicates a site's ID, as specified by the global
study creator when they created the site.

Subject ID Indicates the number of the first subject at a site
who just completed the scheduled screening visit.

Date Performed (UTC) Indicates the exact date and time of the
completion of the screening visit. For example: 22-
Jan-2023 07:09 AM.

Performed By Indicates the user name of the user who
performed the screening of the subject.

Chapter 3
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First subject randomized at a site notification
This notification is sent when the first subject is randomized at a site.

Permissions that receive the notification
Assign the Receive the study limits notifications permission to anyone who wants to
receive this notification. Users receive notifications only for the sites that they are
assigned to. Both site and sponsor users can receive this notification.

Only assigning the permissions to the role wouldn't suffice. Site enrollment toggle must
be enabled and study managers must activate the First subject randomized
notification checkbox for the site enrollment row in the study settings. See how to
define enrollment settings in Specify study, enrollment, and visits settings.

Table 3-3    Field description

Field Description

Study Name Indicates the summary of the alert information.
The subject would include a short description
of the study name and the first subject
screened.

Study ID Indicates a study's ID, as specified by the
global study creator when they created the
study.

Study Mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test,
Active, or Training.

Site Name Indicates the name of the site where the
unscheduled visit took place. The name is
displayed as it was specified by a site manager
when they created the site.

Site ID Indicates a site's ID, as specified by the global
study creator when they created the site.

Subject ID Indicates the number of the first subject at a
site who just completed the scheduled
randomization visit.

Date Performed (UTC) Indicates the exact date and time of the
completion of the screening visit. For example:
22-Jan-2023 07:09 AM.

Performed By Indicates the user name of the user who
performed the screening of the subject.

First subject randomized in a study notification
This notification is sent when the first subject is randomized in a study.

Permissions that receive the notification
To receive these notifications, assign the Receive the Study Limits Notifications
permission to anyone who wants to receive this notification. Users receive notifications
only for the studies that they are assigned to. Both site and sponsor users can receive
this notification.

Only assigning the permissions to the role wouldn't suffice. Site enrollment toggle must
be enabled and study managers must activate the First subject randomized
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notification checkbox for the study enrollment row in the study settings. See how to define
enrollment settings in Specify study, enrollment, and visits settings.

Table 3-4    Field description

Field Description

Study Name Indicates the summary of the alert information.
The subject would include a short description of
the study name and the first subject screened.

Study ID Indicates a study's ID, as specified by the global
study creator when they created the study.

Study Mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test, Active,
or Training.

Site Name Indicates the name of the site where the
unscheduled visit took place. The name is
displayed as it was specified by a site manager
when they created the site.

Site ID Indicates a site's ID, as specified by the global
study creator when they created the site.

Subject ID Indicates the number of the subject who just
completed the scheduled visit.

Date Performed (UTC) Indicates the exact date and time of the
completion of the screening visit. For example: 22-
Jan-2023 07:09 AM.

Performed By Indicates the user name of the user who
performed the screening of the subject.

Screening update notification
This notification is sent when the screening limit or a percentage of the screening limit is
reached for a study, site, or country.

Permissions that receive the notification

Assign the Receive the Subject Screening Notification permission to anyone who wants to
receive this notification. Users receive notifications for only the sites that they're assigned to.

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in the Screening update notification.

Field Description

Title The title is comprised of three distinct elements:
• The study's ID. For example, a study's ID can

be P01-123-A3.
• A subject's number. For example: MUHC22.
• The title of the notification, for example,

Screening Notification.

Study ID Indicates a study's ID again, as specified by the
global study creator when they created the study.
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Field Description

Study Mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test, Active,
or Training.

Site Name Indicates the name of the site as specified by a
site manager when they created the site.

Subject Number Indicates the number of the subject who just
completed the visit.

Date Performed (UTC) Indicates the exact date and time of the
completion of the screening visit. For example: 10-
Nov-2022 08:07 AM.

Performed By Indicates the username of the user who performed
the screening of the subject.

GUID Indicates the notification's GUID.

Signature requests notification
This notification is sent when a required signature has a target date that has been
reached or become overdue for a site you are assigned to.

Permissions required to receive the notification

Assign the Receive the Pending Signatures Notification permission to any roles that
should receive this notification. Users receive notifications only for the sites that they're
assigned to.

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in the signature requests notification.

Field Description

Title The title of the notification, for example,
Signature Requests, followed by a message to
the recipient stating, "One or more Signature
Requests are overdue."

Study Name Indicates the study name, as specified by the
global study creator when they created the
study.

Study Mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test,
Active, or Training.

Site Name Indicates the name of the site as specified by a
site manager when they created the site.
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Subject completion notification
This notification is sent when a subject completes a study. This happens when the site user
marks the subject as complete and can only be done once the subject has completed all
minimum required visits and all data has been entered.

Permissions required to receive the notification

Assign the Receive the Subject Completion Notification permission to anyone who wants to
receive this notification. Users receive notifications only for the sites that they're assigned to.

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in the Subject completion notification.

Field Description

Title The title is comprised of three distinct elements:
• The study's ID. For example, a study's ID can

be P01-123-A3.
• A subject's number. For example: MUHC22.
• The title of the notification, for example,

Completion Notification.

Study Name Indicates a study's ID again, as specified by the
global study creator when they created the study.

Study Mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test, Active,
or Training.

Site Name Indicates the name of the site as specified by a
site manager when they created the site.

Site ID Indicates a site's ID as specified by the site
manager who created the site.

Subject ID Indicates the number of the subject who just
completed the study.

Date Performed (UTC) Indicates the exact date and time of the
completion. For example: 10-Nov-2022 08:07 AM.

Performed By Indicates the username of the user who updated
the subject's status.

Subject dispensation notification (with failures)
This notification is sent when a dispensation event is successfully completed or when the
dispensation failed at a site you're assigned to. Additionally, this notification is sent when a
dispensation event with dosing instructions is successfully completed or has failed. Details
about partial dispensation are included when they occur.

Note:

If Unblinded Pharmacist kits are assigned to a visit, this notification will also contain
a notice for blinded site users to contact their pharmacist or unblinded site user to
dispense those Unblinded Pharmacist kits.
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Permissions required to receive the notification

Assign all or one of these permissions to anyone who wants to receive this notification:

• Receive the Unblinded Dispensation Notification: Includes a kit description for
each kit number and the number of dose holds.

• Receive the Dispensation Notification: Includes the kit description only if the
dispensed kits are of the Blinded distribution type. If not, this information is not
included in the notification. The number of dose holds and any titration details are
also included in the notification. If a titration does not have a blinded title, then
these details are not present in the notification.

• Receive the Dispensation with Dosing Instructions Notification: Includes the
kit description and dosing instructions, along with the number of dose holds.

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in the Subject dispensation notification.

Note:

Details on treatment arms are included in successful unblinded dispensation
notifications.
Information on kits is displayed in successful dispensation notifications.

Field Description

Title The title is comprised of three distinct
elements:
• The study's ID. For example, a study's ID

can be P01-123-A3.
• A subject's number. For example:

MUHC22.
• The title of the notification and whether

the dispensation succeeded or not. For
example Dispensation succeeded or
Dispensation failed.

Study Name Indicates a study's ID again, as specified by
the global study creator when they created the
study.

Study mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test,
Active, or Training.

Site Name Indicates the name of the site where the
unscheduled visit took place. The name is
displayed as it was specified by a site manager
when they created the site.

Site ID Indicates a site's ID as specified by the site
manager who created the site.

Subject ID Indicates the number of the subject who just
completed the dispensation or randomization
visit.
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Field Description

Visit Name Indicates the name of a dispensation or
randomization visit.

Date of Transaction (UTC) Indicates the exact date and time of the
dispensation. For example: 10-Nov-2022 08:07
AM.

Performed by Indicates the user who performed the kit
dispensation.

Subject randomization notification (with failures)
This notification is sent when a subject is either successfully randomized or their
randomization failed at a site that you're assigned to.

Permissions required to receive the notification

Assign either or both of these permissions to anyone who needs to receive this notification:

• Receive the Unblinded Randomization Notification: Includes treatment details.

• Receive the Randomization Notification: It doesn't include treatment details. However,
if the current randomization is unblinded, users who are assigned this blinded permission
will also receive information on treatment arms.

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in both the Unblinded randomization and
Randomization notifications.

Note:

Treatment arm details are included only for unblinded randomization notifications.

Field Description

Title The title is comprised of three distinct elements:
• The study's ID. For example, a study's ID can

be P01-123-A3.
• A subject's number. For example: MUHC22.
• The title of the notification and whether the

subject successfully randomizaed or not. For
example, Randomization succeeded or
Randomization failed.

Study ID Indicates a study's ID again, as specified by the
global study creator when they created the study.

Study Mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test, Active,
or Training.

Site Name Indicates the name of the site as specified by a
site manager when they created the site.

Site ID Indicates a site's ID as specified by the site
manager who created the site.
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Field Description

Subject ID Indicates the number of the subject who just
completed the randomization visit.

Visit Name Indicates the name of a randomization visit.

Date of Transaction (UTC) Indicates the exact date and time of the
randomization. For example: 10-Nov-2022 08:07
AM.

Performed by Indicates the user who performed the
randomization.

Subject Number Update notification
This notification is sent when a site or sponsor user has successfully updated a
subject number, and contains the site number, the original subject number, and the
new subject number.

Permissions required to receive the notification

Assign the Receive the Subject Number Update Notification permission to anyone who
wants to receive this notification. Users receive notifications only for the sites that
they're assigned to.

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in the Subject number update
notification.

Field Description

Title The title is comprised of two distinct elements:
• A subject's number. For example:

MUHC22.
• The title of the notification, for example,

Subject Number Update.

Study Name Indicates a study's ID, as specified by the
global study creator when they created the
study.

Study Mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test,
Active, or Training.

Site Name Indicates the name of the site as specified by a
site manager when they created the site.

Original Subject Number Indicates the original number of the subject
that was updated.

New Subject Number Indicates the new number of the subject.

Date Performed (UTC) Indicates the exact date and time of the
subject number update. For example: 10-
Nov-2022 08:07 AM.

Subject Number Changed by Indicates the username of the user who
updated the subject's number.
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Subject rollover notification
This notification is sent when a subject is enrolled into a rollover study.

Permissions required to receive the notification

Assign the Receive the Subject Rollover Notification permission to anyone who wants to
receive this notification. Users receive notifications only for the sites that they're assigned to.

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in the Subject rollover notification.

Field Description

Title The title is comprised of three distinct elements:
• The study's ID. For example, a study's ID can

be P01-123-A3.
• A subject's number. For example: MUHC22.
• The title of the notification, for example,

Rollover visit (Success).

Study ID Indicates a study's ID again, as specified by the
global study creator when they created the study.

Study Mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test, Active,
or Training.

Site Name Indicates the name of the site as specified by a
site manager when they created the site.

Site ID Indicates a site's ID as specified by the site
manager who created the site.

Subject ID Indicates the number of the subject who was
enrolled in a rollover study.

Visit Name Indicates the name of the visit the subject has just
completed.

Visit Date / Time Indicates the date and time the visit took place.

Date Performed (UTC) Indicates the exact date and time the subject was
enrolled in a rollover study. For example: 10-
Nov-2022 08:07 AM.

Performed by Indicates the username of the user who enrolled
the subject in a rollover study.

Subject screening notification (with error)
This notification is sent when a subject is either successfully screened or their screening
failed at a site that you're assigned to.

Permissions required to receive the notification

Assign the Receive the Subject Screening Notification permission to anyone who wants to
receive this notification. Users receive notifications for only the sites that they're assigned to.

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in the Subject screening notification.
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Field Description

Title The title is comprised of three distinct
elements:
• The study's ID. For example, a study's ID

can be P01-123-A3.
• A subject's number. For example:

MUHC22.
• The title of the notification, for example,

Screening Notification or Screening
Failure Notification.

Study Name Indicates a study's ID again, as specified by
the global study creator when they created the
study.

Study Mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test,
Active, or Training.

Site Name Indicates the name of the site as specified by a
site manager when they created the site.

Subject Number Indicates the number of the subject.

Date Performed (UTC) Indicates the exact date and time of the
completion of the screening visit. For example:
10-Nov-2022 08:07 AM.

Performed By Indicates the username of the user who
performed the screening of the subject.

Subject transferred notification
This notification is sent when a subject transfers to another site.

Permissions required to receive the notification

Assign the Receive the Subject Transferred Notification permission to anyone who
wants to receive this notification. Users receive notifications for only the sites that
they're assigned to.

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in the Subject transferred notification.

Field Description

Title The title is comprised of three distinct
elements:
• A subject's number. For example:

MUHC22.
• The previous site name.
• The name of the site the subject was

transferred to.

Study Name Indicates a study's ID again, as specified by
the global study creator when they created the
study.

Study Mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test,
Active, or Training.
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Field Description

Previous Site Name Indicates the name of the previous site the
subject was assigned to, as specified by a site
manager when they created the site.

Previous Study Org ID Indicates the previous study org number.

New Site Name Indicates the name of the new site the subject
was transferred to.

New Study Org ID Indicates the new study org number.

Previous Subject Number Indicates the subject's previous number before
transferring to another site.

New Subject Number Indicates the new ID the subject was assigned
after transferring.

Date Performed (UTC) Indicates the exact date and time of the
subject transfer. For example: 10-Nov-2022
08:07 AM.

Performed By Indicates the username of the user who
transferred the subject.

Subject unscheduled visit notification
This notification is sent when a subject completes an unscheduled visit.

Permissions required to receive the notification

Assign the Receive the Unscheduled Visit Notification permission to anyone who wants to
receive this notification. Users receive notifications only for the sites that they're assigned to.

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in the Subject unscheduled visit notification.

Field Description

Title The title is comprised of three distinct elements:
• The study's ID. For example, a study's ID can

be P01-123-A3.
• A subject's number. For example: MUHC22.
• The title of the notification and whether the

visit was successfully completed or not. For
example Unscheduled Visit (Success) or
Unscheduled Visit (Failure).

Study ID Indicates a study's ID again, as specified by the
global study creator when they created the study.

Study Mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test, Active,
or Training.

Site Name Indicates the name of the site where the
unscheduled visit took place. The name is
displayed as it was specified by a site manager
when they created the site.

Site ID Indicates a site's ID as specified by the site
manager who created the site.
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Field Description

Subject ID Indicates the number of the subject who just
completed the unscheduled visit.

Visit Name Indicates an unscheduled visit's name, as
specified by a study designer when they defined
the study's visit schedule.

Visit Date/ Time Indicates the unscheduled visit's exact date and
time of the completion. For example: 10-Nov-2022
08:07 AM.

Date Performed (UTC) Indicates the exact date and time of the subject
completed the unscheduled visit. For example: 10-
Nov-2022 08:07 AM.

Performed By Indicates the username of the user who performed
the unscheduled visit completion.

Subject visit notification (with failures)
This notification is sent when a subject completes a non-dispensation or optional visit
at a site that you're assigned to. The notification is sent both when the subject
successfully completes the visit and when one or more questions have errors.

Permissions required to receive the notification

Assign the Receive the Subject Visit Notification permission to anyone who wants to
receive this notification. Users receive notifications for only the sites that they're
assigned to.

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in the Subject visit notification.

Field Description

Title The title is comprised of three distinct
elements:
• The study's ID. For example, a study's ID

can be P01-123-A3.
• A subject's number. For example:

MUHC22.
• The title of the notification and whether

the visit was successfully completed or
not.

Study ID Indicates a study's ID again, as specified by
the global study creator when they created the
study.

Study Mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test,
Active, or Training.

Site Name Indicates the name of the site where the visit
took place. The name is displayed as it was
specified by a site manager when they created
the site.

Site ID Indicates a site's ID as specified by the site
manager who created the site.
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Field Description

Subject ID Indicates the number of the subject who just
completed the visit.

Visit Name Indicates a visit's name, as specified by a
study designer when they defined the study's
visit schedule.

Visit Date/ Time Indicates the visit's exact date and time of the
completion. For example: 10-Nov-2022 08:07
AM.

Subject withdrawal notification
This notification is sent when a subject withdraws from a study.

Permissions required to receive the notification

Assign the Receive the Subject Completion Notification permission to anyone who wants to
receive this notification. Users receive notifications for only the sites that they're assigned to.

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in the Subject withdrawal notification.

Field Description

Title The title is comprised of three distinct elements:
• The study's ID. For example, a study's ID can

be P01-123-A3.
• A subject's number. For example: MUHC22.
• The title of the notification, for example,

Withdrawal Notification.

Study ID Indicates a study's ID again, as specified by the
global study creator when they created the study.

Study Mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test, Active,
or Training.

Site Name Indicates the name of the site as specified by a
site manager when they created the site.

Subject Number Indicates the number of the subject who just
withdrew from the study.

Date Performed (UTC) Indicates the exact date and time of the subject
withdrawal. For example: 10-Nov-2022 08:07 AM.

Performed By Indicates the username of the user who performed
the subject withdrawal.

Training complete notification
This notification is sent when you complete all training assigned to you.

Permissions required to receive the notification

Any role that is assigned training will receive this notification after they completed all training
assigned to them. Users receive notifications for only the sites that they’re assigned to.
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Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in the Training complete notification.

Field Descriptions

Title The title is comprised of two distinct elements:
• The study's ID. For example, a study's ID

can be P01-123-A3.
• The title of the notification, for example,

Training complete.

Study ID Indicates a study's ID again, as specified by
the global study creator when they created the
study.

Study Mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test,
Active, or Training.

Site Name Indicates the name of the site as specified by a
site manager when they created the site.

Site ID Indicates a site's ID as specified by the site
manager who created the site.

Date of Transaction (UTC) Indicates the exact date and time the training
was complete. For example: 10-Nov-2022
08:07 AM.

Performed by Indicates the username of the user who
completed the training.

Unblinded Pharmacist dispensation notification
Pharmacists or unblinded site users receive this notification when kits need to be
dispensed by them to subjects during a dispensation or randomization visit.

Note:

Details about partial dispensation are included when they occur.

Permissions required to receive the notification

Assign the Receive the Unblinded Pharmacist Dispensation Notification permission to
anyone who wants to receive this notification. Users receive notifications for only the
sites that they're assigned to.

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in the Unblinded Pharmacist
dispensation notification.
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Note:

This notification also contains an introductory statement suggesting you see your
pharmacist or unblinded site user, as there may be kits for this visit only the
pharmacist can dispense.

Field Description

Title The title is comprised of three distinct elements:
• The study's ID. For example, a study's ID can

be P01-123-A3.
• A subject's number. For example: MUHC22.
• The title of the notification and whether the

dispensation succeeded or not. For example
Unblinded dispensation succeeded or
Unblinded dispensation failed.

Study ID Indicates a study's ID again, as specified by the
global study creator when they created the study.

Study mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test, Active,
or Training.

Site Name Indicates the name of the site where the
unscheduled visit took place. The name is
displayed as it was specified by a site manager
when they created the site.

Site ID Indicates a site's ID as specified by the site
manager who created the site.

Subject ID Indicates the number of the subject who just
completed the dispensation or randomization visit.

Visit Name Indicates the name of a dispensation or
randomization visit.

Number of Kits Indicates the total number of kits.

Kit Number Indicates the number of the specific kit(s) that
have been dispensed successfully or failed to be
dispensed.

Description A description of the kit, for example, Matching
placebo.

Date of Transaction (UTC) Indicates the exact date and time of the
dispensation. For example: 10-Nov-2022 08:07
AM.

Performed by Indicates the user who performed the kit
dispensation.

User Upload notifications
These notifications are sent after the user upload process completes.

Permissions required to receive these notifications

A user associated to a role, that includes the Upload Users in Bulk permission, and
processes a user import can receive the following notifications:

• Users uploaded successfully.
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• User upload completed with errors. Error report is ready for your records.

• User Upload Error Report is ready in Clinical One.

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in the notifications listed above.

Field Description

Title The title is comprised of two distinct elements:
• The study's ID. For example, a study's ID

can be P01-123-A3.
• A statement about users uploading

successfully or the report being ready.

Study Name Indicates a study's ID again, as specified by
the global study creator when they created the
study.

Number of records Indicates the number of data records in the
generated report.

Server Run Date Indicates the exact date and time when the
report was generated. For example: 10-
Nov-2022 08:07 AM.

Report Run ID Indicates the GUID of the report generation in
the application's backend system. For
example:
08B6771F54DE45A0BB576E86326BE84D.

Supply notifications
• Depot shipment notification

This notification is sent when a depot-to-depot shipment is generated. The
notification is created for both automatic and manual shipments.

• Kit List Deactivated notification (with failures)
This notification is sent to a clinical supply manager when a kit list was
successfully deactivated or the system failed to deactivate it.

• Kit missing from shipment for destruction notification
This notification is sent when a depot user marks a kit as missing from a shipment
for destruction.

• Kit status changed to "Misallocated" notification
This notification is sent once a site user changes the status of a kit to Misallocated.

• Kit status changed to "Not Dispensed to Subject" notification
This notification is sent when a site user updates the status of a kit to Not
Dispensed to Subject.

• Kits Quarantined notification
This notification is sent when individual kits have been marked as Quarantined.

• Low kit depot notification
This notification is sent when the depot kits run below the limit set up in depot
configuration.

• Kits Released from Quarantine notification
This notification is sent when individual kits have been released from quarantine.
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• Pending shipment notification
This notification is sent when a shipment has not yet been registered at a site within the
time span specified in the supply settings.

• Randomization update notification
This notification is sent when the randomization limit is reached for a study, site, country,
or cohort; or a percentage of the randomization limit is reached for a study, site, country,
or cohort.

• Replace kits notification
This notification is sent when a kit has been replaced for a subject.

• Shipment cancellation notification
This notification is sent every time a shipment is cancelled.

• Shipment failure notification
This notification is sent when a shipment can't be created, such as because of lack of
inventory.

• Shipment for destruction created notification
This notification is sent when a new shipment for destruction is generated.

• Shipment for destruction not received notification
This notification is sent when a depot doesn't confirm that they received one or all kits in
a shipment.

• Shipment Quarantined notification
This notification is sent when a shipment has been quarantined.

• Shipment Released from Quarantine notification
This notification is sent when a shipment has been released from quarantine.

• Shipment request notification
This notification is sent when a site requests a shipment, and when a new shipment is
generated. The notification is created for both automatic and manual shipments.

• State of a site has changed notification
This notification is sent when a site changes status, such as going from New to Active.

• Study inventory notification
This notification is sent when available kits at a site or depot are marked as Quarantined.

• Unblinded dose hold performed notification
This notification is sent once a site user performs a dose hold.

Depot shipment notification
This notification is sent when a depot-to-depot shipment is generated. The notification is
created for both automatic and manual shipments.

Permissions required to receive the notification

Assign the Receive Notification of Depot Shipments permission to anyone who wants to
receive this notification. Users receive notifications only for the depots that they are assigned
to.

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in the New depot shipment notification.
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Field Description

Title The title is comprised of two distinct elements:
• The study's ID. For example, a study's ID

can be P01-123-A3.
• The title of the notification, for example,

New Depot Shipment .

Study ID Indicates a study's ID again, as specified by
the global study creator when they created the
study.

Study Mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test,
Active, or Training.

Destination ID Indicates a facility's ID as specified by the user
who created the facility in the study. For
example:
• For a site, it indicates a site's ID as

specified by a site manager.
• For a depot, it indicates a depot's ID as

specified by a clinical supply manager.

Destination Indicates the destination of the shipment, as
specified by the user who created the facility in
the study. For example:
• For a site, it indicates the site's title as

specified by a site manager.
• For a depot, it indicates a depot's title as

specified by a clinical supply manager.

Origin(s) Indicates the name of the depot facility that is
packaging and shipping the depot for its
destination. The name appears as specified by
a clinical supply manager when they created
the depot.

Shipment ID Indicates a shipment's ID assigned at creation.

Shipment Type Indicates a shipment's type, as requested by
the depot user, the site user, or the clinical
supply manager. The following types can be
displayed:
• Manual
• Shipment for Destruction

Date of Transaction (UTC) Indicates the exact date and time of the
shipment creation. For example: 10-Nov-2022
08:07 AM.

Performed by Indicates the user who created the new depot
shipment.

Kit List Deactivated notification (with failures)
This notification is sent to a clinical supply manager when a kit list was successfully
deactivated or the system failed to deactivate it.

Permissions required to receive the notification

Assign the Upload and Generate Inventory Lists to anyone who wants to receive this
notification. Users receive notifications for only the sites that they're assigned to.
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Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in the Kit List Deactivated notification.

Field Description

Title The title is comprised of two distinct elements:
• The study's ID. For example, a study's ID can

be P01-123-A3.
• The title of the notification, for example, Kit

List Deactivated.

Study Name Indicates a study's name, as specified by the
global study creator when they created the study.

Study ID Indicates a study's ID again, as specified by the
global study creator when they created the study.

Study Mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test, Active,
or Training.

Kit List Indicates the deactivated kit list's title, as specified
by the clinical supply manager or statistician when
they created the kit list.

Number of Kits Indicates the number of kits specified in the
deactivated kit list.

Date of Transaction (UTC) Indicates the exact date and time of the shipment
request. For example: 10-Nov-2022 08:07 AM.

Performed by Indicates the user who deactivated the kit list.

Kit missing from shipment for destruction notification
This notification is sent when a depot user marks a kit as missing from a shipment for
destruction.

Permissions required to receive the notification

Assign the Receive Notification of Shipments permission to anyone who wants to receive this
notification. Users receive notifications for only the sites that they're assigned to.

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in the Kit missing from shipment for
destruction notification.

Field Description

Title The title is comprised of three distinct elements:
• The study's ID. For example, a study's ID can

be P01-123-A3.
• The shipment ID.
• The title of the notification, for example, Kit

missing from shipment for destruction.

Study ID Indicates a study's ID again, as specified by the
global study creator when they created the study.
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Field Description

Study Mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test, Active,
or Training.

Site Name Indicates the name of the site where the kit is
missing. The name is displayed as it was specified
by a site manager when they created the site.

Site ID Indicates a site's ID as specified by the site
manager who created the site.

Depot Indicates the depot’s name as specified by a
clinical supply manager when they created the
facility in the study.

Depot Shipping Address Indicates the depot’s shipping address as
specified by the clinical supply manager when they
created the facility in the study.

Shipment Indicates a shipment's ID.

Missing Kits Indicates the exact number of missing kits from a
shipment, as well as the kit numbers that are
missing from that specific shipment.

Date Shipment Received (UTC) Indicates the exact date and time the kit was
marked as missing from the shipment. For
example: 10-Nov-2022 08:07 AM.

Kit status changed to "Misallocated" notification
This notification is sent once a site user changes the status of a kit to Misallocated.

Permissions required to receive the notification

Assign the Receive the Unblinded Kit Misallocation Notification to anyone who wants
to receive this notification. Users receive notifications for only the sites that they're
assigned to.

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in the Kit status changed to
"Misallocated" notification.

Note:

This notification also contains an introductory statement notifying the receiver
that a user has changed the status of a kit to Misallocated.

Field Description

Title The title is comprised of three distinct
elements:
• The study's ID. For example, a study's ID

can be P01-123-A3.
• The kit's ID.
• The title of the notification, for example,

Kit status changed to "Misallocated."
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Field Description

Study ID Indicates a study's ID again, as specified by
the global study creator when they created the
study.

Study mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test,
Active, or Training.

Site Name Indicates the name of the site where the kit
was marked as Misallocated. The name is
displayed as it was specified by a site manager
when they created the site.

Site ID Indicates a site's ID as specified by the site
manager who created the site.

Subject ID Indicates the number of the subject who is
associated with the misallocated kit.

Kit Number Indicates the number of the specific kit(s)
whose statuses have been updated.

Date of Transaction (UTC) Indicates the exact date and time the status of
the kit was updated. For example: 10-
Nov-2022 08:07 AM.

Performed by Indicates the user who updated the status of
the kit.

Kit status changed to "Not Dispensed to Subject" notification
This notification is sent when a site user updates the status of a kit to Not Dispensed to
Subject.

Note:

The unblinded pharmacist user will receive both Blinded and Unblinded Pharmacist
kit notifications.

Permissions required to receive the notification

Assign all or one of these permissions to anyone who wants to receive this notification:

• Receive the Not Dispensed to Subject (Unblinded) notification: Includes a
description for the kit that has been updated with the status Not Dispensed to Subject
and notifies the user that the kit has been removed from the subject's history.

• Receive the Not Dispensed to Subject notification: Notifies users that the status of a
kit has been updated to Not Dispensed to Subject and that the kit has been removed
from the subject's history. It includes the kit description only if the updated kit is of Blinded
distribution type. If not, this information is not disclosed in the notification.

• Receive the Not Dispensed to Subject (Unblinded Pharmacist) notification: Notifies
users that the status of a kit has been changed to Not Dispensed to Subject and that the
kit has been removed from the subject's history. A description for the updated kit is also
included.
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Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in the Kit status changed to "Not
Dispensed to Subject" notification.

Note:

This notification also contains an introductory statement notifying the receiver
that a user has changed the status of a kit to Not Dispensed to Subject, and
that the kit has been removed from the subject's history.

Field Description

Title The title is comprised of three distinct
elements:
• The study's ID. For example, a study's ID

can be P01-123-A3.
• The kit's ID.
• The title of the notification, for example,

Kit status changed to "Not Dispensed to
Subject."

Study ID Indicates a study's ID again, as specified by
the global study creator when they created the
study.

Study mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test,
Active, or Training.

Site Name Indicates the name of the site where the
unscheduled visit took place. The name is
displayed as it was specified by a site manager
when they created the site.

Site ID Indicates a site's ID as specified by the site
manager who created the site.

Subject ID Indicates the number of the subject who just
completed the dispensation or randomization
visit.

Kit Number Indicates the number of the specific kit(s)
whose statuses have been updated.

Date of Transaction (UTC) Indicates the exact date and time of the
dispensation. For example: 10-Nov-2022 08:07
AM.

Performed by Indicates the user who updated the status of
the kit.

Kits Quarantined notification
This notification is sent when individual kits have been marked as Quarantined.

Permissions required to receive the notification

Assign all or one of these permissions to anyone who wants to receive this notification:
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• Receive the Quarantined Depot Shipment Notification: Includes the kit number and
quantity of kits quarantined at the associated depot.

• Receive the Quarantined Site Shipment Notification: Includes the kit number and
quantity of kits quarantined at the associated site.

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in both the Quarantined depot shipment and
Quarantined site shipment notifications.

Field Description

Title The title is comprised of three distinct elements:
• The study's ID. For example, a study's ID can

be P01-123-A3.
• The shipment ID.
• The title of the notification, for example,

Shipment Quarantined.

Study ID Indicates a study's ID again, as specified by the
global study creator when they created the study.

Study Mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test, Active,
or Training.

Shipment ID Indicates a shipment's ID assigned at creation.

Temperature Excursion ID Indicates the tracking number associated with the
kit(s) that experienced a temperature excursion
and have been quarantined.

Kit Number Indicates the number of the specific kit(s) that
have been quarantined.

Origin(s) Indicates the name of the depot facility that is
packaging and shipping the depot for its
destination. The name appears as specified by a
clinical supply manager when they created the
depot.

Destination Indicates the destination of the shipment, as
specified by the user who created the facility in the
study. For example:
• For a site, it indicates the site's title as

specified by a site manager.
• For a depot, it indicates a depot's title as

specified by a clinical supply manager.

Destination ID Indicates a facility's ID as specified by the user
who created the facility in the study. For example:
• For a site, it indicates a site's ID as specified

by a site manager.
• For a depot, it indicates a depot's ID as

specified by a clinical supply manager.

Shipping Address Indicates the address of the shipment destination.

Date of Transaction (UTC) Indicates the exact date and time of the kit
quarantine. For example: 10-Nov-2022 08:07 AM.

Performed By Indicates the user who performed the kit
quarantine.
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Low kit depot notification
This notification is sent when the depot kits run below the limit set up in depot
configuration.

The Low kit depot notification alerts Clinical Supplies Managers that the depot is
running low on supplies. An alert will be sent when the resupply algorithm detects the
low inventory limit set in the depot configuration is reached. Users receive it until they
restock on supplies.

Permissions that receive the notification
To receive these notifications, assign the Receive Notification of Depot Shipments
permission to anyone who wants to receive this notification. Users receive notifications
only for the depots that they are assigned to.

Table 3-5    Field descriptions

Field Description

Subject line Indicates the summary of the alert information.

Study Name Indicates the name of the study for which the
given depot is running low on supplies.

Study ID Indicates a study's ID, as specified upon study
creation.

Study Mode Indicates the study mode in which the given
depot is running low on supplies: Production,
Testing or Training.

Depot ID Indicates a short identifier for the depot.

Depot Name Indicates the depot's descriptive name..

Depot Address Indicates the depot's address.

Kit Type ID Indicates the unique identifier of the given kit
that reached the low inventory limit.

Note:

Line will repeat
for each kit type.

Kit Type Description Indicates the description of the given kit that
reached the low inventory limit.
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Table 3-5    (Cont.) Field descriptions

Field Description

Current Inventory Available Indicates the number of the kits available at
the moment of the inquiry.

Note:

In transit and
pre-quarantined
kits will count in
the total Current
Inventory
Available as if
they were in
Available status.

Date Alert Raised Indicates the exact date and time of the alert.
For example: 22-Jan-2023 09:15 AM.

Kits Released from Quarantine notification
This notification is sent when individual kits have been released from quarantine.

Permissions required to receive the notification

Assign all or one of these permissions to anyone who wants to receive this notification:

• Receive the Released from Quarantine Shipment Notification (Depot): Includes the
kit number and quantity of kits released from quarantine at the associated depot.

• Receive the Released from Quarantine Notification (Site): Includes the kit number
and quantity of kits released from quarantine at the associated site.

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in both the Shipment released from
quarantine (Depot) and Shipment released from quarantine (Site) notifications.

Field Description

Title The title is comprised of three distinct elements:
• The study's ID. For example, a study's ID can

be P01-123-A3.
• The shipment ID.
• The title of the notification, for example,

Shipment released from quarantine (Depot) or
Shipment released from quarantine (Site).

Study ID Indicates a study's ID again, as specified by the
global study creator when they created the study.

Study Mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test, Active,
or Training.
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Field Description

Shipment ID Indicates a shipment's ID assigned at creation.

Temperature Excursion ID Indicates the tracking number associated with the
kit(s) that experienced a temperature excursion
and have been released from quarantined.

Kit Number Indicates the number of the specific kit(s) that
have been released from quarantine.

Origin(s) Indicates the name of the depot facility that is
packaging and shipping the depot for its
destination. The name appears as specified by a
clinical supply manager when they created the
depot.

Destination Indicates the destination of the shipment, as
specified by the user who created the facility in the
study. For example:
• For a site, it indicates the site's title as

specified by a site manager.
• For a depot, it indicates a depot's title as

specified by a clinical supply manager.

Destination ID Indicates a facility's ID as specified by the user
who created the facility in the study. For example:
• For a site, it indicates a site's ID as specified

by a site manager.
• For a depot, it indicates a depot's ID as

specified by a clinical supply manager.

Shipping Address Indicates the address of the shipment destination.

Date of Transaction (UTC) Indicates the exact date and time the kits were
released from quarantine. For example: 10-
Nov-2022 08:07 AM.

Performed By Indicates the user who performed the quarantine
release.

Pending shipment notification
This notification is sent when a shipment has not yet been registered at a site within
the time span specified in the supply settings.

Permissions required to receive the notification

Assign the Receive Notification of Shipments permission to anyone who wants to
receive this notification. Users receive notifications for only the sites that they're
assigned to.

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in the Pending shipment notification.

Field Description

Title The title is comprised of two distinct elements:
• The study's ID. For example, a study's ID

can be P01-123-A3.
• The title of the notification, for example,

Pending Shipments.
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Field Description

Study Name Indicates a study's name, as specified by the
global study creator when they created the
study.

Study ID Indicates a study's ID again, as specified by
the global study creator when they created the
study.

Study Mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test,
Active, or Training.

Shipment ID Indicates a shipment's ID assigned at creation.

From Depot ID Indicates a short identifier for the depot the
shipment left from.

To Site ID Indicates a site's ID, as specified by the site
manager who created the site, that the
shipment is being sent to.

Date Shipment Left Depot (UTC) Indicates the exact date and time the shipment
left the depot. For example: 10-Nov-2022
08:07 AM.

Randomization update notification
This notification is sent when the randomization limit is reached for a study, site, country, or
cohort; or a percentage of the randomization limit is reached for a study, site, country, or
cohort.

Permissions required to receive this notification

Assign the Receive the Randomization Notification permission to anyone who wants to
receive this notification. Users receive notifications for only the sites that they're assigned to.

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in the Randomization update notification.

Field Description

Title The title is comprised of two distinct elements:
• The study's ID. For example, a study's ID can

be P01-123-A3.
• The title of the notification.

Study ID Indicates a study's ID again, as specified by the
global study creator when they created the study.

Study Mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test, Active,
or Training.

Site Name Indicates the name of the site where the
unscheduled visit took place. The name is
displayed as it was specified by a site manager
when they created the site.

Site ID Indicates a site's ID as specified by the site
manager who created the site.
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Field Description

Subject ID Indicates the number of the subject who just
completed the dispensation or randomization visit.

Visit Name Indicates the name of a dispensation or
randomization visit.

Date of Transaction (UTC) Indicates the exact date and time of the
randomization. For example: 10-Nov-2022 08:07
AM.

Performed By Indicates the user who performed the
randomization.

Replace kits notification
This notification is sent when a kit has been replaced for a subject.

Permissions required to receive the notification

Assign the Receive Notification of Shipments permission to anyone who wants to
receive this notification.

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in the Replace kits notification.

Field Description

Title The title of the notification, for example,
Replace Kits.

Subject number A system message followed by the subject's
number whose kit is being replaced.

Kit number Indicates the number of the kit the previous kit
is being replaced with.

Shipment cancellation notification
This notification is sent every time a shipment is cancelled.

Permissions required to receive the notification

Assign the Receive Notification of Shipments permission to anyone who wants to
receive this notification. Users receive notifications for only the sites that they're
assigned to.

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in the Shipment cancellation
notification.
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Field Description

Title The title is comprised of two distinct elements:
• The study's ID. For example, a study's ID can

be P01-123-A3.
• The title of the notification, for example,

Shipment Cancellation Request.

Study ID Indicates a study's ID again, as specified by the
global study creator when they created the study.

Study Mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test, Active,
or Training.

Destination ID Indicates a facility's ID as specified by the user
who created the facility in the study. For example:
• For a site, it indicates a site's ID as specified

by a site manager.
• For a depot, it indicates a depot's ID as

specified by a clinical supply manager.

Destination Indicates the destination of the shipment, as
specified by the user who created the facility in the
study. For example:
• For a site, it indicates the site's title as

specified by a site manager.
• For a depot, it indicates a depot's title as

specified by a clinical supply manager.

Origin(s) Indicates the name of the depot facility that is
packaging and shipping the depot for its
destination. The name appears as specified by a
clinical supply manager when they created the
depot.

Shipment ID Indicates a shipment's ID assigned at creation.

Shipment Type Indicates a shipment's type, as requested by the
depot user, the site user, or the clinical supply
manager. The following types can be displayed:
• Manual
• Shipment for Destruction

Date of Transaction (UTC) Indicates the exact date and time of the shipment
cancellation. For example: 10-Nov-2022 08:07
AM.

Performed by Indicates the user who performed the cancellation
of the shipment.

Shipment failure notification
This notification is sent when a shipment can't be created, such as because of lack of
inventory.

Permissions required to receive the notification

Assign the Receive Notification of Shipments permission to anyone who wants to receive this
notification. Users receive notifications for only the sites that they're assigned to.

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in the Shipment failure notification.
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Field Description

Title The title is comprised of two distinct elements:
• The study's ID. For example, a study's ID

can be P01-123-A3.
• The reason for a shipment's failure. For

example, that reason can be Insufficient
kits when creating shipment.

Study ID Indicates a study's ID again, as specified by
the global study creator when they created the
study.

Study Mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test,
Active, or Training.

Shipment Type Indicates a shipment's type, as requested by
the depot user, the site user, or the clinical
supply manager. The following types can be
displayed:
• Manual
• Shipment for Destruction

Destination ID Indicates a facility's ID as specified by the user
who created the facility in the study. For
example:
• For a site, it indicates a site's ID as

specified by a site manager.
• For a depot, it indicates a depot's ID as

specified by a clinical supply manager.

Destination Indicates the destination of the shipment, as
specified by the user who created the facility in
the study. For example:
• For a site, it indicates the site's title as

specified by a site manager.
• For a depot, it indicates a depot's title as

specified by a clinical supply manager.

Origin(s) Indicates the name of the depot facility that is
packaging and shipping the depot for its
destination. The name appears as specified by
a clinical supply manager when they created
the depot.

Date of Transaction (UTC) Indicates the exact date and time of the
shipment failure. For example: 10-Nov-2022
08:07 AM.

Shipment for destruction created notification
This notification is sent when a new shipment for destruction is generated.

Permissions required to receive the notification

Assign the Receive Notification of Shipments permission to anyone who wants to
receive this notification. Users receive notifications for only the sites that they're
assigned to.
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Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in the Shipment for destruction created
notification.

Field Description

Title The title is comprised of two distinct elements:
• The study's ID. For example, a study's ID can

be P01-123-A3.
• The title of the notification, for example,

Shipment for destruction created.

Study ID Indicates a study's ID again, as specified by the
global study creator when they created the study.

Study Mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test, Active,
or Training.

Shipment Type Indicates a shipment's type, as requested by the
depot user, the site user, or the clinical supply
manager. The following types can be displayed:
• Manual
• Shipment for Destruction

Destination ID Indicates a facility's ID as specified by the user
who created the facility in the study. For example:
• For a site, it indicates a site's ID as specified

by a site manager.
• For a depot, it indicates a depot's ID as

specified by a clinical supply manager.

Destination Indicates the destination of the shipment, as
specified by the user who created the facility in the
study. For example:
• For a site, it indicates the site's title as

specified by a site manager.
• For a depot, it indicates a depot's title as

specified by a clinical supply manager.

Origin(s) Indicates the name of the depot facility that is
packaging and shipping the depot for its
destination. The name appears as specified by a
clinical supply manager when they created the
depot.

Date of Transaction (UTC) Indicates the exact date and time the shipment for
destruction was created. For example: 10-
Nov-2022 08:07 AM.

Shipment for destruction not received notification
This notification is sent when a depot doesn't confirm that they received one or all kits in a
shipment.

Permissions required to receive the notification

Assign the Receive Notification of Shipments permission to anyone who wants to receive this
notification. Users receive notifications for only the sites that they're assigned to.
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Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in the Shipment for destruction not
received notification.

Field Description

Title The title is comprised of two distinct elements:
• The study's ID. For example, a study's ID

can be P01-123-A3.
• The title of the notification, for example,

Shipment for destruction not received.

Study ID Indicates a study's ID again, as specified by
the global study creator when they created the
study.

Study Mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test,
Active, or Training.

Shipment Type Indicates a shipment's type, as requested by
the depot user, the site user, or the clinical
supply manager. The following types can be
displayed:
• Manual
• Shipment for Destruction

Destination ID Indicates a facility's ID as specified by the user
who created the facility in the study. For
example:
• For a site, it indicates a site's ID as

specified by a site manager.
• For a depot, it indicates a depot's ID as

specified by a clinical supply manager.

Destination Indicates the destination of the shipment, as
specified by the user who created the facility in
the study. For example:
• For a site, it indicates the site's title as

specified by a site manager.
• For a depot, it indicates a depot's title as

specified by a clinical supply manager.

Origin(s) Indicates the name of the depot facility that is
packaging and shipping the depot for its
destination. The name appears as specified by
a clinical supply manager when they created
the depot.

Date of Transaction (UTC) Indicates the exact date and time the shipment
for destruction was logged as not received. For
example: 10-Nov-2022 08:07 AM.

Shipment Quarantined notification
This notification is sent when a shipment has been quarantined.

Permissions required to receive the notification

Assign all or one of these permissions to anyone who wants to receive this notification:
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• Receive the Quarantined Depot Shipment Notification: Includes details on the
quarantined shipment associated with the depot.

• Receive the Quarantined Site Shipment Notification : Includes details on the
quarantined shipment associated with the site.

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in both the Quarantined depot shipment and
Quarantined site shipment notifications.

Field Description

Title The title is comprised of three distinct elements:
• The study's ID. For example, a study's ID can

be P01-123-A3.
• The shipment ID.
• The title of the notification, for example,

Shipment Quarantined.

Study ID Indicates a study's ID again, as specified by the
global study creator when they created the study.

Study Mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test, Active,
or Training.

Shipment ID Indicates a shipment's ID assigned at creation.

Origin(s) Indicates the name of the depot facility that is
packaging and shipping the depot for its
destination. The name appears as specified by a
clinical supply manager when they created the
depot.

Destination Indicates the destination of the shipment, as
specified by the user who created the facility in the
study. For example:
• For a site, it indicates the site's title as

specified by a site manager.
• For a depot, it indicates a depot's title as

specified by a clinical supply manager.

Destination ID Indicates a facility's ID as specified by the user
who created the facility in the study. For example:
• For a site, it indicates a site's ID as specified

by a site manager.
• For a depot, it indicates a depot's ID as

specified by a clinical supply manager.

Shipping Address Indicates the address of the shipment destination.

Temperature Excursion ID Indicates the tracking number associated with the
kit(s) that experienced a temperature excursion
and have been quarantined.

Date of Transaction (UTC) Indicates the exact date and time of the shipment
quarantine. For example: 10-Nov-2022 08:07 AM.

Performed By Indicates the user who performed the shipment
quarantine.
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Shipment Released from Quarantine notification
This notification is sent when a shipment has been released from quarantine.

Permissions required to receive the notification

Assign all or one of these permissions to anyone who wants to receive this notification:

• Receive the Released from Quarantine Shipment Notification (Depot):
Includes details on the shipment released from quarantine at the associated depot.

• Receive the Released from Quarantine Notification (Site): Includes details on
the shipment released from quarantine at the associated site.

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in both the Shipment released from
quarantine (Depot) and Shipment released from quarantine (Site) notifications.

Field Description

Title The title is comprised of three distinct
elements:
• The study's ID. For example, a study's ID

can be P01-123-A3.
• A subject's number. For example:

MUHC22.
• The title of the notification, for example,

Shipment released from quarantine
(Depot) or Shipment released from
quarantine (Site).

Study ID Indicates a study's ID again, as specified by
the global study creator when they created the
study.

Study Mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test,
Active, or Training.

Shipment ID Indicates a shipment's ID assigned at creation.

Origin(s) Indicates the name of the depot facility that is
packaging and shipping the depot for its
destination. The name appears as specified by
a clinical supply manager when they created
the depot.

Destination Indicates the destination of the shipment, as
specified by the user who created the facility in
the study. For example:
• For a site, it indicates the site's title as

specified by a site manager.
• For a depot, it indicates a depot's title as

specified by a clinical supply manager.
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Field Description

Destination ID Indicates a facility's ID as specified by the user
who created the facility in the study. For
example:
• For a site, it indicates a site's ID as

specified by a site manager.
• For a depot, it indicates a depot's ID as

specified by a clinical supply manager.

Shipping Address Indicates the address of the shipment
destination.

Temperature Excursion ID Indicates the tracking number associated with
the kit(s) that experienced a temperature
excursion and have been released from
quarantined.

Date of Transaction (UTC) Indicates the exact date and time the shipment
was released from quarantine. For example:
10-Nov-2022 08:07 AM.

Performed By Indicates the user who performed the
quarantine release.

Shipment request notification
This notification is sent when a site requests a shipment, and when a new shipment is
generated. The notification is created for both automatic and manual shipments.

Permissions required to receive the notification

Assign the Receive Notification of Shipments permission to anyone who wants to receive this
notification. Users receive notifications for only the sites that they're assigned to.

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in the New shipment request notification.

Field Description

Title The title is comprised of two distinct elements:
• The study's ID. For example, a study's ID can

be P01-123-A3.
• The title of the notification, for example, New

Shipment Request.

Study ID Indicates a study's ID again, as specified by the
global study creator when they created the study.

Study Mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test, Active,
or Training.

Destination ID Indicates a facility's ID as specified by the user
who created the facility in the study. For example:
• For a site, it indicates a site's ID as specified

by a site manager.
• For a depot, it indicates a depot's ID as

specified by a clinical supply manager.
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Field Description

Destination Indicates the destination of the shipment, as
specified by the user who created the facility in the
study. For example:
• For a site, it indicates the site's title as

specified by a site manager.
• For a depot, it indicates a depot's title as

specified by a clinical supply manager.

Origin(s) Indicates the name of the depot facility that is
packaging and shipping the depot for its
destination. The name appears as specified by a
clinical supply manager when they created the
depot.

Shipment ID Indicates a shipment's ID assigned at creation.

Shipment Type Indicates a shipment's type, as requested by the
depot user, the site user, or the clinical supply
manager. The following types can be displayed:
• Manual
• Shipment for Destruction

Date of Transaction (UTC) Indicates the exact date and time of the shipment
request. For example: 10-Nov-2022 08:07 AM.

Performed by Indicates the user who created the new shipment
request.

State of a site has changed notification
This notification is sent when a site changes status, such as going from New to Active.

Permissions required to receive the notification

Assign the Receive Site has been Updated Notification permission to anyone who
wants to receive this notification. Users receive notifications for only the sites that
they're assigned to.

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in the State of a site has changed
notification.

Field Description

Title The title is comprised of three distinct
elements:
• The site's ID and name.
• The kit's ID.
• The title of the notification, for example,

Site Status Change Alert.

Details Provides information on the site's status
change.
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Study inventory notification
This notification is sent when available kits at a site or depot are marked as Quarantined.

Permissions required to receive the notification

Assign all or one of these permissions to anyone who wants to receive this notification:

• Receive the Quarantined Depot Shipment Notification: Includes details on Depot
inventory kits that have been marked as Quarantined.

• Receive the Quarantined Site Shipment Notification: Includes details on Site
inventory kits that have been marked as Quarantined.

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in Study Inventory notification.

Field Description

Title The title is comprised of three distinct elements:
• The study's ID. For example, a study's ID can

be P01-123-A3.
• The shipment ID.
• The title of the notification, for example, Study

Inventory Quarantined.

Study ID Indicates a study's ID again, as specified by the
global study creator when they created the study.

Destination ID Indicates a facility's ID as specified by the user
who created the facility in the study. For example:
• For a site, it indicates a site's ID as specified

by a site manager.
• For a depot, it indicates a depot's ID as

specified by a clinical supply manager.

Destination Name Indicates the destination of the shipment, as
specified by the user who created the facility in the
study. For example:
• For a site, it indicates the site's title as

specified by a site manager.
• For a depot, it indicates a depot's title as

specified by a clinical supply manager.

Shipping Address Indicates the address of the shipment destination.

Temperature Excursion ID Indicates the tracking number associated with the
kit(s) that experienced a temperature excursion
and have been quarantined.

Kit Number(s) Indicates the number of the specific kit(s) whose
statuses have been updated.

Date Quarantined (UTC) Indicates the exact date and time of the inventory
quarantine. For example: 10-Nov-2022 08:07 AM.
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Unblinded dose hold performed notification
This notification is sent once a site user performs a dose hold.

Permissions required to receive the notification

Assign the Receive the Unblinded Dose Hold Notification to anyone who wants to
receive this notification. Users receive notifications for only the sites that they're
assigned to.

Field descriptions

The table below describes all fields and details in the Unblinded dose hold performed
notification.

Field Description

Title The title is comprised of three distinct
elements:
• The study's ID. For example, a study's ID

can be P01-123-A3.
• A subject's number. For example:

MUHC22.
• The title of the notification, for example,

Unblinded dose hold performed.

Study ID Indicates a study's ID again, as specified by
the global study creator when they created the
study.

Study Mode Indicates the study mode associated with this
notification. Displayed values can be Test,
Active, or Training.

Site Name Indicates the name of the site as specified by a
site manager when they created the site.

Site ID Indicates a site's ID as specified by the site
manager who created the site.

Subject ID Indicates the number of the subject.

Treatment Arm Indicates the corresponding treatment arm.

Visit Name Indicates the name of the visit the subject has
just completed.

Number of Dose Holds Indicates the total number of dose holds
performed.

Kit Type Indicates the state of the kit, for example,
Active.

Date of Transaction (UTC) Indicates the exact date and time of the dose
hold. For example: 10-Nov-2022 08:07 AM.

Performed By Indicates the user who performed the dose
hold.
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Revision history

Date Part number Description

April 2023 F79821-01 Original version of this
document.

April 2023 F79821-02 Updates to Report is ready
notification documentation.
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